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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The purpose of this paper is to provide a short summary of the protocol for the 
distribution of World Area Forecast System products and OPMET data. If the group recalls, the 
purpose of establishing the WAFS and the subsequent two World Area Forecast Centres known as 
London and Washington was several fold. Firstly, with the advent of more sophisticated numerical 
weather prediction models in the early 80s airlines needed better forecast for global wind and 
temperature data to support flight planning.  In addition the international community recognized that 
there was a transition to centralize operation centres away from the traditional regional operation 
centres. 
 
1.2 The shuttering of Regional Area Forecast Centre took place over a 10 year period. In 
doing so it was agreed that the WAFC would provide SIGWX Charts in support of flight planning. 
However, one of the issues that States raised was respect to the authority to control the distribution of 
aviation weather information within their State.  
 
2. DISCUSSION 
 
2.1 In response to the concerns that about protecting State’s sovereignty on accessing and 
redistribution of WAFS products Washington WAFC takes extra precaution to ensure that only users 
who are bonafide users are granted access to the International Satellite Communication System 
(ISCS) and the World Area Forecast System File Server (WIFS).  Washington WAFC recognizes the 
issues raised by States and takes every precaution to ensure that users who request authorization are 
recognized by the State to have access.  
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2.2 In order to accomplish this oversight on who is an authorized user, Washington 
WAFC requested assistance from ICAO to compile a list of focal or point of contact for each State in 
ASIA/PAC for ISCS and WIFS.  It needs to be understood that ICAO has no authority in approving or 
denying access to ISCS/WIFS but only helps to facilitate the compilation of database of recognized 
users to WAFS. To ensure that this list stays current, Washington WAFC will work with ICAO.  
Washington WAFC will use this list as a basis or fist step to determine the legitimacy of who is an 
authorized user of ISCA and WIFS.   

 
2.3 Furthermore, Washington WAFC also recognizes that users under SADIS may 
require backup, but granting authorization from SADIS Users is done in coordination with the SADIS 
User Provider State before granting approval. 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
 
3.1 Washington WAFC recognizes the sensitivity that State’s control the redistribution of 
WAFS products and OPMET data and has taken appropriate procedures to ensure that only authorized 
users recognized by the State are granted access to ISCS/WIFS. To accomplish this Washington 
WAFC invites ICAO to assemble a database of recognized authorized users to ISCS/WIFS.   
Washington WAFC also recognizes that others users of WAFS may want to have access to 
ISCS/WIFS but authorization to WAFS Information is done in consultation with the Sate before 
providing an account with a password.   Any backup provisions for SADIS are done in consultation 
with the SADIS Provider State.  
 
3.2   In that regard Washington WAFC plans on including the following in the User Guide 
for WIFS: 

 
User Authorization  
 
WIFS is not an open system and requires all users to be authorized for 
access. Authorization is granted (or denied) as part of the WIFS 
Registration process by the Washington WAFC Provider State’s 
Meteorological Authority, the FAA.  
 
The main criteria for approval is that there is some type of understanding 
that the company or person requesting access is providing direct support 
to an operator in support of flight planning for international operations, 
and that they should fall into one of the following categories:  
 
-An existing ISCS user  
-WAFS Vendor  
-State MET Authority  
-State National Meteorological & Hydrologic Service Provider  
-International Operator and U.S. Flag carriers (domestic and international)  
-Vendor listed as Enhanced Weather Information Systems (EWINS)  
-Any Vendor identified in OPS SPEC in support of meteorological services 
for an airline 

 
 
4. ACTION BY THE MEETING 
 
4.1       The meeting is invited noted the information in this paper.  
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